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About Me

LONDON  |  LOS ANGELES  |  AMSTERDAM  |  LJUBLJANA

➔ Serial Entrepreneur from the United Kingdom

➔ Built companies in UK, US, NL, SLO

➔ Entrepreneur of the Year 2012 in Netherlands

➔ Teams from 0 - 100+ employees

➔ Some successful exits, multiple failures

➔ Angel Investor for the last 8 years

➔ Father, Husband, Hiker & Biker🐶

https://emojipedia.org/dog-face/


Why Me?

➔ Head of Growth @ Speedinvest

➔ Ex-Head of Growth @ Receipt Bank

➔ Co-Founder/CCO of GetSocial (Sold 2019)

➔ Launched multiple products in multiple markets 

from new products to product expansion





What is Branding and Positioning?



“Brand is just a perception, 
and perception will match 

reality over time.”
Elon Musk

The King of Twits



What is Branding?

BRANDING:

Branding is your 
company’s reputation as it 

is viewed by others.

POSITIONING:

Positioning describes how 
customers view your 

company with respect to 
what you offer and what 
value you can deliver.



What is Branding?

The unique identity and image of a company

★ Company Name
★ Logo
★ Color Palette 
★ Messaging
★ Tone of Voice
★ Visual Style

Your brand helps you differentiate you from 
your competitors, establish credibility and trust 
with customers and create memorable and 
emotional connections with your target 
audience.

A good brand can help build loyalty, establish a 
clear position in the market and communicate 
your values and mission effectively.



What is Positioning?

Positioning creates a unique, differentiated 
image in the minds of target customers for your 
company and its products and services.

It’s the understanding of the target markets 
needs, preferences and perceptions and then 
communicating the value proposition of the 
startup.

The positioning should be consistent across all 
branding and marketing efforts and should be 
reflected in the companies messaging, product 
and customer experience. 

Goal of positioning:

★ Appeal and be relevant to target market
★ Create a strong, lasting impression
★ Align marketing with brand and value 

proposition



“A brand is the set of 
expectations, memories, stories 

and relationships that, taken 
together, account for a 

consumer’s decision to choose 
one product or service over 

another.”
Seth Godin

Author



Mission, Vision and Values



Mission Statement…

The mission statement defines the 
reason for a company's existence 
and outlines its overall objectives. 

It provides a clear understanding of 
the company's purpose, its 

customers, and the products or 
services it offers.



Writing your Mission Statement

What do we offer?

Who is it for?

What do we solve?

What makes us different?

What is out impact?

To {Contribution/Goal} so {Impact}

The power to build a community

Anyone who has internet access

Enable more and stronger connections

Connect and share with people you care 
about at the same time

Global economic activity, unlock new 
opportunities, connect people & business

To connect and share with people while 
developing strong, engaging connections 
and communities so people can connect, 
share and unlock new opportunities. 



Mission Statement…

To connect and share with people while 
developing strong, engaging connections 
and communities so people can connect, 
share and unlock new opportunities. 

Give people the power to build community 
and bring the world closer together. That 
reflects that we can't do this ourselves, but 
only by empowering people to build 
communities and bring people together. Our 
lives are all connected.



Vision Statement…

The vision statement is a declaration 
of a company's aspirations for the 

future. 

It provides a picture of what the 
company wants to achieve and the 

impact it hopes to have on the world. 

The vision statement should be 
inspiring and motivate the company's 
employees and stakeholders to work 

towards a common goal.

Be Ambitious
It should challenge the team!

Be Achievable
It should be achievable - not easy, but 
not impossible.

Be Broad
Don’t focus on details, all of the 
company's goals should be seen in the 
vision statement.

Be Strategic
Think of a future that’s relevant to your 
company and aligns with your brand.



Writing your Vision Statement

What is our purpose?

What are our core values?

Who is our audience?

What are our aspirations?

Pull together to create a long-term 
view of aspirations & goals

To help people to connect, discover what’s 
happening in the world, and share what 
matters.

Communication, expression, empowerment

Individuals, businesses, creators

To bring the world's people, businesses and 
creators together to share, express and 
connect with the things they care about.

To build global communities



Mission Statement…

To bring the world's people, businesses and 
creators together to share, express and 
connect with the things they care about.

To bring the metaverse to life and help 
people connect, find communities and grow 
businesses.



Values Statement…

The values statement outlines the 
principles and beliefs that guide a 

company's decision making and 
behavior. 

It sets the tone for the company's 
culture and helps to create a sense of 

unity among employees. 

Values may include ethics, respect, 
responsibility, integrity, and 

customer focus.



Facebook's Values

Move fast
Focus on long-term impact
Build awesome things
Live in the future
Be direct
Respect your colleagues



Examples: Mission Statements

Mission

Vision

Values

One short sentence to show:

★ What do we offer?
★ Who is it for?
★ What do we solve?
★ What makes us 

different?
★ What’s our impact?

An aspirational statement 
that shows:

★ Goals for the future
★ Impact on the world

A bulleted list that shows:

★ What the company 
offers

★ How it operates
★ How it interacts



Example: Nike

Mission

Vision

Values

Create groundbreaking 
sports innovations, make 
our products sustainably, 
build a creative and diverse 
global team, and make a 
positive impact in 
communities where we live 
and work.

Bring inspiration and 
innovation to every athlete 
in the world.

Inspiration
Innovation
Sustainability
Every Athlete in the World
Authentic
Connected
Distinctive



Example: Salesforce

Mission

Vision

Values

We bring companies and 
customers together. We 
committed our time, equity, 
and products to improve 
education, equality, and the 
environment for everyone.

We’re committed to a 
sustainable future for all.

Trust
Customer Success
Innovation
Equality
Sustainability



Example: The North Face

Mission

Vision

Values

Provide the best gear for our 
athletes and the modern-day 
explorer, support the 
preservation of the 
outdoors, and inspire a 
global movement of 
exploration.

Our passion is beyond 
setting records and 
achieving fame. For us, it’s 
all about changing lives, not 
just our lives, but also. the 
lives of those who inspire us 
to aim for extraordinary 
dreams.

Authenticity
Empowerment
Perseverance
Environment Responsibility
Technology & Innovation



Brand Positioning



The Power of Brand Positioning

The North Face

Technical Clothing for outdoor enthusiasts.

The North Face is an outdoor company with a deep connection to wild 
places. Everything we do is with an appreciation of how the world's natural 
environment enables outdoor activities that enrich people's lives.

Mountain 
Sports

Aficionados

Mountain 
Lifestyle

Casual

Urban 
Exploration

Fashion

Mountain 
Athletics

Fitness

61% 15% 15%9%
TAM: $22bn TAM: $25bn TAM: $72bnTAM: $63bn
Technical Clothing (70%) Everyday Clothing (30%)



Brand Positioning

Determine 
the target 
audience

Develop your 
value 

proposition

Create your 
positioning 
statement



The Power of Brand Positioning

Premium Fast/Sporty Safe Environmental Luxurious Mass-Market Semi-
Premium

Your brand is one thing, but how are you 
different and targeting your market?



Positioning Statement

A company's positioning statement is a short, brief 
description of a product or service with an explanation 
of how it fulfills a specific need of the target market.

The aim of a positioning statement is to align the 
marketing efforts with a company’s brand and value 

proposition.



Positioning Statements

For serious athletes, Nike gives confidence and inspiration to bring out the 
best in every performance.

Coca-Cola is the world's favorite soft drink, offering a unique taste and 
refreshment to those who seek happiness and togetherness.

For people who want the ultimate in style, design and technology, Apple is the 
brand that symbolizes innovation, creativity and progress.

For busy people on the go, McDonald's offers quick, convenient and 
affordable meals that everyone can enjoy.

For anyone who wants the convenience of shopping from home, Amazon 
provides a wide selection of products, fast shipping and easy returns.



What’s the difference?

Mission Statement

A mission statement outlines 
the purpose of a company 

and the reason for its 
existence. It defines the 

company's core values and 
the impact it seeks to make in 

the world.

Positioning Statement

A positioning statement 
defines the brand's target 

market, the benefits it offers, 
and the reasons why its 

target market should choose 
it over its competitors. It 

reflects the brand's unique 
value proposition and how it 

differentiates itself in the 
market.

Vision Statement

A vision statement is a 
forward-looking declaration of 
what the company hopes to 

achieve in the future. It 
provides a long-term view of 
the company's aspirations 

and goals.

TLDR; a mission statement outlines a company's purpose, a vision statement its aspirations, 
and a positioning statement its unique value proposition and target market.



Exercise: Positioning Statement

Write your positioning statement

10 minutes

Determine 
the target 
audience

Develop your 
value 

proposition

No longer 
than a tweet!



15 MINUTE BREAK



Review: Positioning Statements

Write your positioning statement

10 minutes



Visual Style



Brand Name and Logo

Creating your brand name and logo: 

The brand name and logo should be 
memorable, easy to pronounce, and 

easily recognizable.

Is your brand name available?

- Domain Name Availability
- Registered IP / Trademark 



Brand Name and Logo: Spotify



Brand Name and Logo: Medium



Visual Style

Creating your visual style: 

This should reflect the brand identity 
and can be used consistently across all 

material.

★ Color palette
★ Typography
★ Imagery Guidelines



Visual Style: Fisher Price



Tone of Voice



Brand Tone of Voice

It’s the mood or emotion you 
convey in the messages to your 

target market and customers 
through the specific word 

choice and writing styles you 
use.

★ Formal
★ Informal
★ Humorous
★ Serious
★ Optimistic
★ Motivating
★ Respectful
★ Assertive
★ Conversational



12 Brand Archetypes

1. Innocent
2. Sage
3. Explorer
4. Outlaw
5. Magician
6. Hero
7. Lover
8. Jester
9. Everyman

10. Caregiver
11. Ruler
12. Creator

Provide 
Structure

Explore 
Spirituality

Pursue 
Connection

Leave 
Legacy

Safety Knowledge

Desire

Freedom

Li
be

ra
tio

n

Power

MasteryIntimacy

Enjoyment
Belonging

Innovation
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Ruler

Creator Innocent

Sage

Explorer
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ut
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w
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HeroLover

Jester

Everym
an



12 Brand Archetypes
Transactional vs Emotional

These brand archetypes are examples of how we 
connect, fall in love and feel loyal to certain 

brands



12 Brand Archetypes



12 Brand Archetypes



12 Brand Archetypes



12 Brand Archetypes

1. Innocent
2. Sage
3. Explorer
4. Outlaw
5. Magician
6. Hero
7. Lover
8. Jester
9. Everyman

10. Caregiver
11. Ruler
12. Creator

Provide 
Structure

Explore 
Spirituality

Pursue 
Connection

Leave 
Legacy

Safety Knowledge

Desire
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Power
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Enjoyment
Belonging
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The Four Dimensions of Tone of Voice

Humor

Formality

Respect

Enthusiasm

Funny

Casual

Irreverent

Enthusiastic

Serious

Formal

Respectful

Matter-of-fact



The Four Dimensions of Tone of Voice

Original:

Serious, formal, respectful, 
and matter-of-fact:

A little more casual:

Adding more enthusiasm:

Sprinkle of humor and
 a little irreverence

An error has occurred.

We apologize, but we are experiencing a 
problem.

We’re sorry, but we’re experiencing a 
problem on our end.

Oops! We’re sorry, but we’re experiencing a 
problem on our end.

What did you do!? You broke it! (Just 
kidding. We’re experiencing a problem on 
our end.)



Tone of Voice…

REMEMBER…

You are not your user and your 
interpretation of tone will almost 

certainly be different from your users’ 
interpretation.



Brand Guidelines



Title

Communicate the guidelines: 
Communicate the guidelines to all 
stakeholders, including employees, 
partners, and agencies, to ensure 

consistency in all brand 
communications.

Mission, Vision, Values
Logo (and variations)
Brand Colors
Brand Typography
Brand Social Media Icos
Brand Stationery
Brand Email Signatures
Brand Merchandise
Brand Photography



Slack: Logos



Slack: Product Photos



Slack: Leadership Bio & Photos



Slack: Color Palette



Slack: Typography



Slack: Brand Voice



Slack: Brand Shapes



Slack Brand Guidelines

https://brand.slackhq.com/



10 MINUTE BREAK



Brand Essence Wheel Framework



Brand Essence Wheel

Brand 
Essence

Target Customer

Benefits

Custom
er Insights

Reasons to believe

Br
an

d 
pe

rs
on

al
ity

Br
an

d 
ro

le

The who, why 
and when we 

target with our 
brand.

A statement of 
customers 

motivations

The unique role 
the brand plays 
in the life of its 

customerFunctional, 
emotional or 

social benefits 
that motivate 

purchase.

The facts about 
the brand that 

give the authority 
to claim the 

benefits.

The aspirational 
personified 

characteristics of 
the brand. Relevant 

Consumer 
Insights

Credible 
Brand DNA



Brand Essence Wheel

Brand 
Essence

Target Customer

Benefits

Custom
er Insights

Reasons to believe

Br
an

d 
pe

rs
on

al
ity

Br
an

d 
ro

le

Data Engineer 
responsible for 

reporting to 
C-Level

Target Customer:

Senior Data Engineer

A Senior Data Engineer who is leading the 
reporting and user segmentation of a 
successful SaaS platform for ecommerce 
that oversees $10million of transactions 
a day.

Her responsibility is to collect all of the 
user behaviour data and submit weekly 
reports to the management team on how 
KPIs are being achieved with certain 
segments of their customer base.



Brand Essence Wheel

Brand 
Essence

Target Customer

Benefits

Custom
er Insights

Reasons to believe

Br
an

d 
pe

rs
on

al
ity

Br
an

d 
ro

le

Data Engineer 
responsible for 

reporting to 
C-Level

I need a tool to 
help with accurate 
user segmentation 

and reporting

Customer Insights:

Senior Data Engineer

“My work day is challenging because it’s 
filled with lots of manual tasks of 
exporting user behaviour data and 
analytics from multiple sources and 
then compiling them into a single 
report without destroying the integrity 
of the data

I need a tool that can pull in data from 
multiple sources in real-time and 
automatically generate accurate reports 
for me ”



Brand Essence Wheel

Brand 
Essence

Target Customer

Benefits

Custom
er Insights

Reasons to believe

Br
an

d 
pe

rs
on

al
ity

Br
an

d 
ro

le

Data Engineer 
responsible for 

reporting to 
C-Level

I need a tool to 
help with accurate 
user segmentation 

and reporting

With us, you’ll 
understand every 
users behaviour 
and intentions

Brand Role:

Senior Data Engineer

We help you with reporting!

“With our business analytics platform 
we help you understand what’s going 
on with your business

With us, you will have valuable, 
realtime, insights from cloud 
services, spreadsheets and 
databases in one place”



Brand Essence Wheel

Brand 
Essence

Target Customer

Benefits

Custom
er Insights

Reasons to believe

Br
an

d 
pe

rs
on

al
ity

Br
an

d 
ro

le

Data Engineer 
responsible for 

reporting to 
C-Level

I need a tool to 
help with accurate 
user segmentation 

and reporting

With us, you’ll 
understand every 
users behaviour 
and intentionsSocial:

Communication
Emotional:

24/7 Support
Functional:

Realtime reports

Benefits:

Senior Data Engineer

Ease of communication among all the 
stakeholders with actionable insights

Build trust with 24/7 customer support. 
Full reporting customisation.

Automated and real-time reports. 
Reduces human errors and 
complexity.

Social

Emotional

Functional



Brand Essence Wheel

Brand 
Essence

Target Customer

Benefits

Custom
er Insights

Reasons to believe

Br
an

d 
pe

rs
on

al
ity

Br
an

d 
ro

le

Data Engineer 
responsible for 

reporting to 
C-Level

I need a tool to 
help with accurate 
user segmentation 

and reporting

With us, you’ll 
understand every 
users behaviour 
and intentionsSocial:

Communication
Emotional:

24/7 Support
Functional:

Seamless reports

Data accuracy

Customisation

Unify

Reasons to believe:

Senior Data Engineer

Data Accuracy and Reliability
Sdfgfds

Customizable and user-friendly 
platform
Sdgfdsg

Unify your data sources
sdfgsdf



12 Brand Archetypes

Provide 
Structure

Explore 
Spirituality

Pursue 
Connection

Leave 
Legacy

Safety Knowledge
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Jester
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Creator
The Creator has a vision and a desire to
create an enduring product or
experience which realises their vision.
They are innovators and
non-conformists and are often the first
to realise a concept and push the
boundaries of creativity and design.

Sage
The Sage archetype is a seeker of
knowledge and wisdom and believes
that truth will set you free. They do not
look to change the world themselves
but prefer to empower others to do so
by seeking out valuable information
and sharing it.



12 Brand Archetypes



Brand Voice

Humor

Formality

Respect

Enthusiasm

Funny

Casual

Irreverent

Enthusiastic

Serious

Formal

Respectful

Matter-of-fact

We are FUN, but we are not 
conservative.

We are CASUAL, but we are not 
amateurs.

We are BOLD, but we are not 
disrespectful.

We are ENTHUSIASTIC, but we are 
not irresponsible.



Brand Essence Wheel

Brand 
Essence

Target Customer

Benefits

Custom
er Insights

Reasons to believe

Br
an

d 
pe

rs
on

al
ity

Br
an

d 
ro

le

Data Engineer 
responsible for 

reporting to 
C-Level

I need a tool to 
help with accurate 
user segmentation 

and reporting

With us, you’ll 
understand every 
users behaviour 
and intentionsSocial:

Communication
Emotional:

24/7 Support
Functional:

Seamless reports

Data accuracy

Customisation

Control

Integrity,
Accountability,

Excellence

Fun, Casual, Bold,
Enthusiastic

Target Customer:

Senior Data Engineer

Creator: We hate misinformation 
because it restrains us from making 
better decisions.

Sage: We like reliability/trust because 
it’s the baseline for good results.

Fun - Casual - 
Bold - Enthusiastic



Brand Essence Wheel

Senior 
Data 

Engineer

Target Customer

Benefits

Custom
er Insights

Reasons to believe

Br
an

d 
pe

rs
on

al
ity

Br
an

d 
ro

le

Data Engineer 
responsible for 

reporting to 
C-Level

I need a tool to 
help with accurate 
user segmentation 

and reporting

With us, you’ll 
understand every 
users behaviour 
and intentionsSocial:

Communication
Emotional:

24/7 Support
Functional:

Seamless reports

Data accuracy

Customisation

Control

Integrity,
Accountability,

Excellence

Fun, Casual, Bold



Discussion



Jon Butterfield
Jon@W23.me

Thank You


